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The Document - 1 of 10

ISO / TR 18228 consists of 10 parts

Developed by ISO TC221 WG6 under the convenorship of Mr Derek Smith

1 - General – Published in 2020

2 – Separation – Published in 2021

3 - Filtration – Published in 2021

4 - Drainage – Published in 2022

5 - Stabilisation – development work ongoing

6 - Protection – development work ongoing

7 - Reinforcement – Published in 2021

8 - Surface erosion Control – development work ongoing

9 - Barriers – Published in 2022

10 - Asphalt Pavements – development work ongoing



Why the need?

Those of us with an IGS background understand 

geosynthetics and their widespread use.  Many have almost 

30 years and some of us have 40 years experience but newly 

qualified engineers have little knowledge, experience or 

training, hence a suite of documents assisting newly 

qualified and less experienced engineers as to how to 

choose and use various geosynthetics

Some 10 years in development !! (ISO process can take time)



The Process

➢ From an initial business case put forward in 2012

➢ The main document was completed in 2016-17

➢ Revisions and technical editorial wasn’t completed until 2019

➢ Then lockdown and slow progress was made

➢ Finally it was published in April 2022

➢ A long time in the making but this presentation is about USING the 

document not the process

➢ If you want to understand more of its development process, then come to   

EuroGeo 7 in Warsaw



What is design?





General Principles

➢ The original concept was to encourage engineers to problem solve    

using geosynthetics

➢ NOT to alter their designs to suit a particular type of geosynthetic

➢ BUT to choose the geosynthetic to suit their design

➢ As with many “geosynthetic” standards, it was identified early on that     

the wide variety of applications into which geomembrane barriers are 

designed, meant that any standard for design would need to be very 

flexible and inclusive whilst offering appropriate advice in all cases



Historical Context

➢ Too much geosynthetic barrier design has been driven by specialist engineers

working for a particular material manufacturer

➢ Traditionally we (I was one of those) were charged with explaining the 

advantages of a particular type of product solution (It’s what  paid our wages)

ignoring the downsides and encouraging, or assisting, engineers to design our

solutions into their designs

➢ There is of course no one “silver bullet” and we must all accept that all 

material types have certain advantages in certain conditions

➢ The key is matching design need with available materials type and 

matching clients expectations with best value



Wide range of potential applications

➢ Containment application, non-landfill (CA)

➢ Chemical containment, non landfill (CC)

➢ Construction Waterproofing (CW)

➢ Landfill base lining (LBL)

➢ Landfills caps (LC)

➢ Secondary containment (SC)

➢ Transport infrastructure applications (TIA)

➢ Tunnels (TU)

➢ Water retaining structure (WRS-e), e.g. balancing ponds, dams, dykes

and canals (usually empty)

➢ Water retaining structure (WRS-f), e.g. reservoirs, canals (usually full)



Properties choice - needed to be constrained

➢ Chemical resistance - Durability

➢ Hydraulic resistance - Permeability

➢ Physical properties -

➢ Tensile

➢ Puncture

➢ Tear strength

➢ Uni & Multi axial elongation

➢ Abrasion resistance

➢ Durability - Design Life

➢ Installation



Subjective ratings of criteria importance



Materials available (NB: 2016)

➢ Polymeric Geomembranes (GBR-P)

➢ HDPE

➢ LDPE

➢ PVC

➢ EPDM

➢ PP

➢ Geosynthetic Clay barriers (GBR-C)

➢ Single component

➢ Multi Component

➢ Bituminous geomembranes (GBR – B)



Accepted uses 
(again subjective / advisory)



➢ The bulk of the Standard then details the various parameters and design 
concepts that need consideration and how, where and to what extent each 
should influence the designers decision

➢ This was the most challenging part of the process as the variables become 
enormous and no simple matrix can offer a single solution 

➢ It was identified early that the standard wished to take a position of choosing 
the best type of solution for the site-specific application, rather then 
pre-disposing a particular solution and altering the design to make it work

Standard Solution



Principles of Design (section 8)

➢ Subgrade preparation

➢ Slope stability

➢ Climatic conditions

➢ Temperature effects (Thermal expansion and stiffness)

➢ Protection and testing

➢ Puncture protection

➢ Installation issues including jointing

➢ Materials handling & storage

➢ Cover materials

➢ Installation & QC

➢ Hydraulic Uplift



No guide is complete without 

a flowchart!



Conclusions

➢ The guide does not set out to tell engineers what to do or to detract from 

individual design freedoms

➢ It encourages them to think about what might happen as a result of their 

design and consider a wider variety of factors

➢ To consider the impacts that their design will have on the materials they 

are incorporating

➢ The need to match the parameters of their site conditions and expected 

construction demands on the geosynthetic barrier

➢ Resulting in them choosing the best material type or combination of types to 

optimise these parameters

➢ Too often we see designs being modified to suit a particular type of 

geosynthetic product whereas those of us with experience know that an

alternative would offer a better solution



As an ISO publication……

➢ The development of any standard is a challenge for professionals

➢ A Standard for design may be considered doubly so

➢ Judgement and subjectivity must be managed

➢ In an ever moving area of technical development, future proofing any 

standard is challenging

➢ No silver bullet exists, any more than a “standard design”

➢ The whole process was intended to offer professionals the support to do

their job, not to do it for them!



Next stages

➢ ISO technical reports are essentially a snapshot in time

➢ They become dated and we must accept that whilst published in April 2022, 

much of the data contained dates from 2013-6

➢ Whilst TR’s can be reviewed and re-issued, the next stage in the ISO Process

is a Technical Specification (TS).  A TS can be converted to a full ISO Standard

➢ These TR’s were written with a view to reviewing them into a TS

➢ So if you want to get involved, now is the time!
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conceptualisation the standard
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Any Questions? 

ISO TC 221

Peter@pageo.co.uk


